
Iki Island
 Marvelous Views and Power Sots

Yunomoto / Numazu / Watara 

 Iki Island’s Southwest Area Guide Map

You can get the information on the Google Map!

HOSHIZORA
壱岐島 里やまの一軒家
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GONOURA, THE GATEWAY TO IKI

Find a lot of fine restaurants and snack bars here!

Enjoy gourmet cuisine and barley shochu

made with Iki’s abundant ingredients.

We recommend you to call or check up on the place before you visit: 

sometimes the information on the web differs from current information.

RESTAURANT GUIDE

To enjoy exquisite seafood…

To fully enjoy Iki beef… 

To enjoy the Island special breakfast… Kamome no Asagohan

Ikigyu Wagyu Gen

Mimasu Sushi

Have a nice breakfast/lunch at this restaurant in the Gonoura’s 

fishery cooperative market while viewing ships and fishermen 

working at the port.

Enjoy a variety of dishes with Iki’s Japanese black beef: lunch, 

dinner and take-out dishes are available. 

Find a red curtain at the restaurant door. Enjoy the fruits of 

Genkai-nada Sea: sweet fresh sea foods with elastic texture. 

Iki’s special Uni (sea urchin) is available in its season. 

Umakan

Sushi Uoyoshi

Ichino Coffee Roastery

Akatombo

Wize

Ajiyoshi

Fukuju Hanten

Troll
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Kaoru

Nomoto Sushi

Kadomaru

Marutatsu

Chillax

Montblanc

Ikigyu Yakiniku Go

Miuraya

Original dishes with Iki’s specialties.

Sashimi and grilled/deep fried dishes.

Home-roasted coffee and beans.

Traditional café: meals available.

Western dishes for lunch & a bar.

Local dishes with Uni, Iki black beef.

Popular local Chinese restaurant.

Great Iki-black-beef hamburger steak.

Popular comfortable restaurant.

Traditional Sushi, stick to local fish.

Many original dishes w/ private room.

Special fish dishes listed in Micheline.

Many western-style dishes & a bar.

Different flavored hamburger steaks!

Try the locals’ favorite special sauce.

Excellent Uni dishes during the season.

This shoaling beach at the mouth of Kurosaki Peninsula is very popular and friendly to 

young children. From August to September, you’ll be blessed with spectacular sunset view. 

In the offshore, Meoto-iwa (husband and wife rocks) appear above sea surface. You can 

walk there to worship at low hide. Saruiwa (mokey-faced rock), one of “100 unusual 

shaped rocks of Japan” is within the neighborhood, and you shouldn’t miss Yunomoto Hot 

Spring village in the north.

A legendary waterfall: When Kobo Daishi 

struck the rock with his stick, water flowed 

from the rock and became a waterfall. Visit the 

waterfall, and quietly gaze at this very thin 

waterfall thinking about ancient time. It will be 

a fantastic healing time for you. The road to the 

waterfall is quite long with steep slope. 

Comfortable shoes are recommended.

Get out of the car between Gonoura and 

Yunomoto and a little further beyond 

Watauchi-bashi bridge along a country 

landscape. When you jump into the pitch 

darkness, lovely fairies of light welcome 

you. Yes! Fireflies, Best season is after the 

middle of May, for 2 weeks. 

A very old shrine, presumed to be of the highest rank, is on the top of long flight of 

steps. Enshrined deities are those who are said to help Amaterasu Omikami 

(Japanese Sun Goddess) to retrieve from the rock (Amenouzume and  

Amenotajikarao), and one of her son (Ameno-oshiho-mimino-mikoto). 

Located on the western edge of 

Gonoura, this huge cave shaped 

like a footprint of an ogre, is 

created by nature, and was 

selected as one of 100 best caves in 

Japan. Around the spring equinox 

and autumn equinox, you may 

encounter a spectacular view of 

the sunset.

Satohama

Amenotanagao-
Jinja Shrine

Watauchi-bashi Bridge

Onino Ashiato

Ochozu-no-taki
Water Fall

88Must-Visit
Spots

The observatory stands on the top of Mt.Takenotsuji (212.8m high), the highest 

mountain in Iki. The view overlooking the whole island is just magnificent, especially 

in the morning light. On fine days, you can see Watara-santo (three islands of 

Gonoura), Tsushima Island, mainland Kyushu. And at night, star-filled sky! In the 

neighborhood, rare seven-nailed gods (dragon god and Ryuko-okami), are enshrined; 

who are said to deliver your wishes to the heaven.

Located in Yunomoto Onsen village, Hirayama Ryokan is said to be the origin of 

Yunomoto Onsen: a-1000-year-old soft and thick hot spring water, 100% from the 

source, contains red salt and iron.There is a legend that Empress Jingu used this hot 

spring for the first bath of her son, later Emperor Ojin. Hirayama Ryokan’s specialties 

are creative local cuisine made with fresh fruits of Iki’s land and sea and their 

heartwarming hospitality. A day visit and private family hot springs are also available. 

Feel the old history and enjoy deep relaxation for your body and mind.

You can enjoy viewing the beautiful starry sky at anywhere in Iki, including 

HOSHIZORA's stargazing platform. The best place, however, is an open plain at 

the Haranotsuji Ruins (Harunotsuji Ikikoku Oto-fukugen-koen), the remains of the 

ancient imperial capital located in Fukaetabaru, the second largest plain in Nagasaki 

Prefecture. You will experience a mysterious night embraced by countless blinks 

of lights and the energy from the ancient royal capital.

Takenotsuji Observation Deck

Hot Spring at 
Hirayama Ryokan

Starry sky at Harunotsuji Ruins

HOSHIZORA Staff
RecommendsGonoura Port

Ferry Terminal

Post office

18ShinwaBank

Iki no Shima
Hall

Sai Shrine

An area crowded
with pubs&bars
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Please use the map on the reverse side
for the restaurants A-D.
Please use the map on the reverse side
for the restaurants A-D.
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WATARA

NUMAZU

YUNOMOTO Ashibe Port

Indōji Port

Harunotsuji Ruins

Gonoura Port

Iki Airport

A landmark of Iki. The view from the viewing area is beautiful. No doubt, 
however, you will scream at the marvelous scenery as you get close to 
the end of the cliff!

Here you will be moved by a superb views of emerald green ocean, the 
rough seas of Genkai-nada and fantastic sunset. If you are lucky, you will 
see Iki beef cows grazing in the pasture..

Yunomoto is the best hot spring resort in Iki. A day visit bath is available 
at each accommodation facility. There is a hot spring with an ocean view.

A shrine where Izanami-no-Mikoto and Susano-no-Mikoto are enshrined. 
This place is perfect for your Instagrammable pictures: the 
moss-covered stairs and the torii gate are retro-cool!

There is a private beach about 10 meters wide. Sometimes you can see 
“Iki beef cows” gazing on the grass on the other side of the bay. 

A scenic spot where you can see the complicated Watara-hanto 
Peninsula.

With the rough seas of Genkai-nada in the background, a huge, strange 
rock appears: it looks like a gorilla turning its head away.

Here, two beautiful beaches are adjacent to each other. Why not enjoy 
BBQ and marine sports in summer. 

A cruise to enjoy mountain cherry blossoms from the sea, which is held 
in time with the blooming of cherry blossoms.

A beach full of a sense of privacy in a small bay that appears only at low 
tide. It is a very little-known spot hidden at the end of a narrow driveway.

“Mishima” means the three islands accessible by a ferry from Gonoura-ko 
Port or Watara-ko Port. Their fantastic views are as dynamic as that of 
Iki Island.

Enjoy a dynamic landscape with two white sandy beaches shown side by 
side. The transparency of the seawater is amazing!

A part-time farmer who grows organic vegetables using fallow farmland. 
You can visit the farm with prior announcement. A campsite with a nice 
view is scheduled to be completed in 2022.

A park with a nice view of the very large lawn and the sea.

It’ a good idea to get a cup of coffee at "Cafe & Zakka K's" near the park 
and spend a nice, relaxing time before boarding!

They manufacture and sale their products with100% Iki Island olives. 
From the observation deck, you can enjoy a superb view of 7000 olives 
and the sea!

・Agri Plaza Shikisai-kan

・Ellena Iki Gonoura

・Supermarket Ichiyama

・Supermarket Yamaguchi

・Gonoura Port

They have local fresh vegetables and Iki beef; sell and ship souvenirs as well.

A large supermarket with abundant ingredients from Iki, not to mention seafood.

A local supermarket with abundant ingredients, 
including also a local bakery "Pan Plus." 

A local supermarket with ingredients from the island and
all kinds of Iki brand Japanese sake.

On the 1st floor of the Ferry Terminal bldg., you will find a store
with Iki's popular souvenirs.

Want to get Iki’s souvenirs, 
ingredients and alcohol?

Here’s the places you should check up!

Let's get started an adventure
                around great views and power spots !

1 Saruiwa (Monkey Rock)

2 Komakizaki Park

3 Yunomoto Hot Springs

4 Kumano Shrine

5 Morinohama

6 Mitsunotsuji Rest Area

7 Gorilla Rock

8 Twins Beach (Shiotaru/Komizuhama Beach)

9 Cherry Blossoms of Hansei Bay

10 Joga

11 Mishima (Oshima/Nagashima/Harushima)

12 Oshima Beach

13 Miraihakazoku farm

14 Blue Ocean with Green Park

15 Bentenzaki Park

16 Iki Olive Garden

There are many amazing places to visit around HOSHIZORA (Yunomoto, Numazu,and Watara erea) !

Amanotanagao Shrine
 Yamato Transport

Drugstore MORI

Mt. Takenotsuji

Akatombo

Supermarket Ichiyama
Sushi Uoyoshi

Agri Plaza Shikisai-kan

Ellena Iki Gonoura

Family Mart

Best Denki Iki

Run Dream Gonoura Coin Laundry

Lawson Poplar

Supermarket Yamaguchi

Ichino Coffee Roastery

10 Joga 

11Mishima

13 Miraihakazoku farm

HOSHIZORA

Drug Cosmos

Hirayama hot spring

4 Kumano Shrine

3 Yunomoto Hot Springs

Satohama

2 Komakizaki Park

5 Morinohama

Ochouzu falls 6 Mitsunotsuji Rest Area

Watauchibashi

Gameishi

Sumiyoshi

Umakan

1 Saruiwa

Onino Ashiato

7 Gorilla Rock

15 Bentenzaki Park

Gonoura Port

14 Blue Ocean with Green Park

Watara Port

16 Iki Olive Garden

8 Twins Beach

Oshima

12 Oshima Beach

Sango Bridge

Nagashima

Harushima

Hansei Bay

9 Cherry Blossom Cruise Tours
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WATARA

NUMAZU

YUNOMOTO
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